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Abstract. There are basically two approaches for designing a data inte

grat,ion system. In the global-as-view approach, one defines t.he concepts 
in the global schema as views over the sources, whereas in the local-as
view approach, one characterizes the sources as views over the global 
schema. The goal of this paper is to verify whether we can transform 
a data integration system built with the local-as-viev.- approach into a 
system following the global-as-view approach. \Vc study the problem in 
a setting where the global schema is expressed in the relational model 

with inclusion dependencies, and the queries used in the integration sys

tems (both the queries on the global schema, and the views in the map
ping) are expressed in the language of conjunctive queries. The result 
we present is that such a transformation exists: we can always transform 
a local-as-view system into a global-as-view system such that, for each 
query, the set of answers to the query ;vrt the former is the same as the 

set of answers wrt the latter. 

1 Introduction 

Data integration is the problem of combining the data residing at different 
sources, and providing the user with a unified view of these data, called global 
(or, mediated) schema [9,8]. The global schema is therefore a reconr:iled vie\v 
of the information, ·which can be queried by the user. It is the task of the data 
integration system to free the user from the knowledge on where data are, how 
data arc structured at the sources, and how data arc to be merged and reconciled 
to fit into the global schema. 

The interest in this kind of systems has been continuously growing in the 
last. years. �{any organi7:ations face the problem of integrating data residing in 
several sources. Companies that build a Data ·warehouse, a Data .1\:Iining, or 
an Enterprise Resource Planning system must address this problem. Also, inte
grating data in the \Vorld \Vide \Veb is the subject of several investigations and 
projects nowadays. Finally, applications requiring acr:essing or re-engineering 
legacy systems must deal with the problem of integrating data stored in pre
existing sources. 



The design of a data integration system is a very r:omplex task, whir:h r:om
prises several different issues. Here, we concentrate on the following issues: 

1. Specifying the mapping between the global sr:hema and the sources, 
2. Processing queries expressed on the global schema. 

'Vith regard to issue (1), hvo basic approaches have been used to specify the 
mapping between the sources and the global schema [9 11]. The first approach, 
called global-as-view (or global-centric), requires that the global schema is ex
pressed in terms of the data sources. l'vlore precisely, to every clement of the 
global schema, a vie\v over the data sources is associated, so that. its meaning 
is specified in terms of the data residing at the sources. The second approach, 
called local-as-view (or source-centric), requires the global schema to be spec
ified independently from the sources. In turn, the sources arc defined as views 
over the global schema. The relationships bet\oveen the global schema and the 
sources are thus established by specifying the information content of every source 
in terms of a vie\v over the global schema. 

Issue (2) is concerned with one of the most important problems in the design 
of a data integration system, namely, the method for computing the answer to 
queries. The basic assumption regarding query processing is that the queries 
posed t.o the system are expressed in t.enns of the global sr:hema, and, therefore, 
the system should be able to re-express the query in terms of a suitable set 
of queries posed to the sources. In this reformulation process, the crucial step 
is deciding how to decompose the query on the global schema into a set of 
sub queries on the sources, based on the meaning of the mapping. The r:omputed 
subqueries are then shipped t.o the sources, and the results are assembled into 
the final answer. 

A comparison of the local-as-viC\v and global-as-view approaches is reported 
in [14]. It is knovm that the former approach ensures an easier extensibility of the 
integration system, and provides a more appropriate setting for its maintenance. 
For example, adding a ne\v source to the system requires only t.o provide the 
definition of the source, and does not necessarily involve changes in the global 
viev,r. On the contrary, in the global-as-vic\v approach, adding a new source may 
in principle require changing the definition of the concepts in the global schema. 

It is also well knmvn that processing queries in the local-as-view approach is 
a difficult task [13, 14, 7, 1, 6, 3, 4]. Indeed, in this approach, the only knowledge 
we have about the data in the global schema is through the views representing 
the sources, and such views provide only partial information about the data. 
Since the mapping associates to each source a vie\v over the global schema, it 
is not irnrnediate to infer how to use the sources in order to answer queries 
expressed over the global schema. Thus, extracting information from the data 
integration system is similar to query answering \Vith incomplete information, 
\vhich is a complex task [15]. On the other hand, query processing looks much 
easier in the global-as-vie\v approach, where we can take advantage that the 
mapping direr:tly sper:ify which source queries corresponds to the elements of 
the global schema. Besides these intuitive considerations, a deep analysis of the 
differences/similarities of two approaches is still missing. 



The goal of this paper is to investigate on the relative expressive power of the 
two approaches. In particular, we address the problem of checking whether vve 
can transform a data integration system built with the local-as-view approach 
into a system follmving the global-as-vie'v approach. Obviously, we arc interested 
in an equivalent transformation, in the sense t.hat. we want. t.hat. queries posed t.o 
the latter have the same answers than queries posed t.o t.he former. \Ve study t.he 
problem in a setting where the global schema is expressed in the relational model 
with inclusion dependencies, and the queries used in the integration systems 
(both the queries on the global schema, and the queries in the mapping) arc 
expressed in the language of conjunr:tive queries. The result. we present. is that 
such a transformation exists: given a local-as-view system L, \Ve can ahvays 
transform it into a query-equivalent global-as-view system, i.e., a system G 
such that, for each query q, the set of answers to q 'vrt L is the same as the 
set of ans,vcrs to q wrt G. \Ve observe, hmvevcr, that the presence of inclusion 
dependenr:ies in t.he global schema is r:rucial for the transformation. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 \:Ve describe the formal frame
work we use for data integration, by describing the main components of a data 
integration system, namely, the global schema, the sources, and the mapping be
tween the two, and by specifying the precise sernantir:s of the system. In Section 
3 we present. the result t.hat. shows that, in t.he presented frame,vork, the global
as-view approach has at least the same expressive power than the local-as-view 
approach. Section 4 concludes the paper. 

2 Framework for information integration 

In t.his section \Ve set up a formal framework for data integration. In partic
ular, \Ve describe the main components of a data integration system, namely, 
the global schema, the sources, and the mapping between the two. Finally, we 
provide the semantics both of the system, and of query answering. 

The formal definition of a data integration system is given below. 

Definition 1. A data integration system I is a triple (9, S, }vl), where 9 is the 
global 8dtema, S is the sonr·o� schema, and )v( is the mapping between 9 and S. 

\Ve denote with Ao and As the finite alphabets for the elements of t.he 
global schema and the elements of the sources, respectively. \Ve consider t.he 
global schema constituted by the elements named with symbols of Ag, and by 
a set of constraints. The source schema describes the structure of the various 
data sources. The mapping /VI establishes a relationship between clements of 
the global schema 9 and those of t.he source schema S. (i.e. t.he sources). 

\Vc assume that the databases involved in our framcv,rork (both global 
databases and source databases) are defined over a fixed (infinite) alpha
bet r of symbols. In order to assign semantics to a data integration system 
I= (9, S, /VI), we start by considering a source database for I, i.e., a database 
V for the source schema S. Based on V, we now specify 'vhich is the information 



content of the global sr:hema 9. 'Ve call glolwl datalmse for I any database for 
9. A global database l3 for I is said to be legal for I with respect to D, if: 

l3 is legal with respect to 9, i.e. l3 satisfies all the constraints of 9; 
l3 satisfies the mapping }vi wrt D. 

The notion of l3 satisfying the mapping JVI vnt D depends on the type of the 
mapping. As we said in the introduction, two basic approaches, namely global
as-view (GA.V) and lor:al-as-viev,· (LA.V), have been proposed for specifying the 
mapping. In the G AV approach, the mapping .iVl associates to each element r 
in 9 a query over S, denoted by p(r). \Ve say that l3 satisfies .iVl wrt D if, for 
each clement r of 9, the set of tuples r8 that l3 assigns to r contains the set of 
tuples p( r}D that satisfy the query p(r) in D, i.e. 

Note that this means that the view associated tor is 8ounrl: the data provided 
by the sources satisfy the element of global schema, but are not necessarily 
complete. 

In the LAV approach, instead, the mapping _,V{ associates to each source s 
in S a query over 9, denoted by p(s). In this case, \Ve say that l3 satisfies .iVI wrt 
D, if for ear:h source s of S, the set of tuples 8D that D assigns to 8 is contained 
in the set of tuples p(s)B that satisfy the query p(s) in !3, i.e. 

D B 8 (.;;p(8) . 

Note that, analogously to the previous case, this means that the vie\v associated 
to s is som�d. 

Queries posed to a data integration system I are expressed in terms of a 
query language Qg over the alphabet Ag, i.e., over the global schema. Given a 
source database D for I, the answer qi,D to a query q to I wrt D, is the set of 
tuples (ci' . . .  , Cn) E r" such that ( Cj , • • •  'Cn) E ql3 for each global database l3 
legal for I \vrt D, where qDB denotes the result of evaluating the query q over 
the database Dl3. Since, in general, several global databases exist that are legal 
for I \Vrt D, in the terminology of data integration, qi · D is often called the set 
of certain answers of q wrt D. 

In the rest of this paper, we deal \vith data integration systems \vith the 
follmving characteristics. 

The global schema 9 is expressed in the relational model with inclusion de
peruleneies. A global database l3 is legal wrt 9 if it respects all inclusion 
dependencies in 9. To each symbol of AQ, which denotes a relation, we as
sociate an arity, which is the arity of the corresponding relation. For the 
sake of simplicity, \Ve denote the attributes of a relation of arity n with the 
natural numbers 1 . . .  n. 'Ve remind the reader that, given two sequences of 
distinct attributes A= (A1, ... , An) and B = (B1, . . .  , Bn), belonging to re
lations r1, r2 respectively, and denoting \Vith r1 [A] and r2[B] the projection 
of r1 and r2 over A and B respectively, an inclusion dependency between 



:r1 and r·2 is denoted by r·d A] � r2 [B]. Such a dependency is satisfied in a 
database VB if for each tuple t E rP13 there exists a tuple t' E rf13 such 
that t[A;] = t'[Bi] for each i E {1, . . .  , n }. 
The source schema S is also expressed in the relational model. To each source 
\:Ve associate a symbol of A8. Each symbol has a.n associated arity, which is 
the arity of the corresponding source relation. 
The language of the views used in the mapping is that of conj�mctive queries 
( CQs). We remind that a conjunctive query q of arity n over a set R. of 
relations is written in the form 

where conj (X1, ... , X,, Y1 .... , Ym) is a conjunction of atoms involving con-
stants and the variables X 1, . .. , Xn, Y1, . . .  , 1�n, and the predicate symbols 
of the atoms are in R.. Given a database DB, the answer qVB of q over VB is 
the set of tuples (c1, ... , c,) of constants in DB such that for some constants 
d1, ... , dm in DB, every atom in conj ( c1, . . .  , Cn, d1, ... , dm) is true in DB. 
The language of the user queries, posed over the global schema, is again 
that of conjunctive queries. 

3 From LAV to GAV 

\Ve show that we can reformulate a LAV integration system as a GAV integra
tion system on the same sources that is equivalent \vrt query processing to the 
original one. First, let us be precise on what kind of equivalence we arc after. 

Definition 2. Let I = (9, S, }vi) /u; an integmtion system, having Ag o.s the 
alphabet of the global 8chemo .. An integm.tion 8ystem I' on S i.� query-equivalent. 
to I if for every query q �tsmg only the symbols in Ag, and for every source 
databases D: 

I D  I' D q . = q • 

In other words, we say that I' is query-equivalent. to I if given any query on 
the alphabet of the global schema of I, the certain answers \Ve get for the query 
on the two integration systems is identical. 

Let I = (9, S, }vt) be a LAV integration system. From I \Ve define a cor
respondent G AV integration system I' = (Q', S, .i\.11) as follows. First, for the 
sake of simplicity, we assume that. in all queries in the mapping _,.\.1, each vari
able appears at most once in each atom. Our reformulation technique can be 
easily extended to the general case, by considering a slightly extended class of 
constraints in the global schema [2]. 

Then we define I' as follows. 

The set of sources S remains unchanged. 
The global schema Q' is obtained from Q by introducing: 

• a nevi relation sourcelmage/n (source image) for each relation source/n 
inS; 
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Fig.l. [{.f'pn:'sentaJ·,Jnn of rhe CA\' sy"tem obralned a.tler the transformation 

• a IW\V relation sourcelmageExpf(n..;...m) (exp.-:mded ::;ouru� im.-:tg(�) for (:ach 

relation source/n inS, \vherP rn is the number of non-dist:ingnished yari
able� ;_tppearlng in the query p(source); -r,,ve as;::;ume variable::; in p(source) 
to be enumerated as L1, ... , .&n+m, \'Vith .:61, . . .  1 .&n being the distin
guished variables ; 

and by adding; Ll1e follmving depeudeHdPs: 
• for each n-:la.tion sourcefn in S '"'e add tlw indur;ion clPpeudency 

sourcelrnage[L .... n[ c; sourcelrnageExp[L .... n[ 

• fur each rehttion source/n in S and fur each atom g(Z;11 • • .  , Zh) occur
ring iu p(source), we add the iudusion dcpeudcnc�-

sourcelmageExp[i1, .... i,] c; g[l, ... , k:' 

Tlw GAY mapping .i\-11 associatf�H t.o each global rdat.iou sourcelmage t.lw 
quer_y 

p1(sourcclmagc) = {(X1� • • •  ,_X,J I sourcc(XJ,···:X11)} 

and to the rcmrdniug gkJbal rda.tions the empty query. 

It is immediate t·o verify that given a LAV im.egrar.ion systf'm I, alHl being 
T' the corrc�pondcnt G AV integration sy�tcm defined as aboYC: the si;;>;c ofT is 
linParly rPlav--:d t,o the sizP ofT. 

In Figure 1 a. graphic representation of the obtained GAV s.rstcm is shmnL 
Abo-vP t.hf� horizontal line iK thP global ::;cherna, \vhilf� hek;w i::; the source schema. 
The role of the source imagesis to make t.he data �Lt the sources awtilable in t.lw 
g;lohal �;chenu-L in order to express the original mapping, .i\.1 in the g,lobal schema 
itself. Their relationship with the sources is encoded in the GA v- mapping. The 



original LAV mapping is encoded in the inclusion dependencies in Q', together 
with the relationship among the source images and the expanded source images. 

Let us illustrate the transformation technique we have presented with an 
example. 

Example 1. Consider a LAV integration system I= (Q,S,J\.1.) where: 

The global schema Q is simply constituted by the relations citesj2, express
ing that a paper cites another paper, and sameTopic/2, expressing t.hat. two 
papers are on the same topic. 
The set of sources S is constituted by tvvo relations: source, containing 
pairs of papers that mutually cite each other; and source2 containing pairs 
of papers on the same topic, each with at least one citation. 
The mapping /Vl bet\veen the sources and the global vic'v is: 

p(source1) 
p(source2) 

{(X, Y) I cites( X, Y) A cites(Y, X)} 
{(X, Y) I same Topic( X, Y) A cites( X, Z) A cites(Y, l'\l)} 

Then t.he correspondent. G AV integration syst.ern I' = {Q', S, Jvt') is as follows: 

The set of sources S remains unchanged. 
The global schema Q' is constituted by the relations cites/2, sameTopic/2 
a .. c; before, and the additional relations sourcelmage1/2. sourcelmage2/2. 
sourcelmageExptf2, and sourcelmageExp2/4. On such relations are defined 
the following inclusion dependencies: 

sourcelmaged1, 2] <;;; sourcelmageExp1 [1, 2] 
sourcelmage2[1, 2] <;;; sourcelmageExp2[1, 2] 
sourcelmageExpdl, 2] <;;; cites[l, 2] 
sourcelmageExp1 [2, 1] C cites[l, 2] 
sourcelmageExp2[1, 3] C cites[1, 2] 
sourcelmageExp2[2, 4] C cites[1, 2] 
sourcelmageExp2[1, 2] C sameTopic[l, 2] 

The mapping /Vl1 is: 

p' (sourcelmage1) 
p' (sourcelmage2) 

{(X, Y) I source, (X, Y)} 
{(X, Y) I source2(X, Y)} 

• 

�ext we show that the LAV integration system I and the correspondent 
GAV integration system I' obtained as above are indeed query-equivalent. The 
claim is based on the observation that the semantics of any integration system 
I, either GA.V or LAV, can be captured by a suitable logic program PI. [12]. 

\Ve first concentrate on GAV systems. If I= (Q, S, /vt) is a GAV integration 
system, we can associate a logic program PI is defined as follows: 



For each inr:lusion dependency g1 [A] � g2 [B] in 9 where A and B are sets 
of attributes, we have a rule of the form (assuming for simplicity that the 
attributes in A and B arc the first h in g1 and g�, respectively): 

g2(XI, ... 'xh, !I (XI' ... ' Xh), ... , fn-h(XI' ... 'Xh)) +--
gl(Xt, ···:Xh, ···, Xm) 

\Vhere J; are fresh Skolem functions. 
For each query p(g) = { (X1, ... , Xn) I conj (XI, ... , Xn, Y1, ... , Y,)} in 
the mapping _,.\,1, \YC have a rule of the form: 

In addition, the relations in S can be seen as predicates that arc given exten
sionally. That is, a source database D for I can be seen as a finite set of ground 
far:t.s in logic programming terms. 

By applying results from the logic programming theory [12], it is not difficult 
to show the follmving lemma. 

Lemma 1. Let I be a GA V integmtion .�ystern, 1) a so·ur·ee rlrdo.base frn I, PI 
the corresponding logic program defined above, and 1\fmin the minimal model of 
PI u D. Then given a quer·y q over g' for· ever·y tuple (cl' . . .  , Cn) in rn: 

((. r· ) E f1I,D ·•ff (r· r· ) E l1.Nimin --1:. · · · , --n 11• �1 , · · · , Jn · 

In other words, for GAV integration systems, the tuples of constants in the 
certain answer to a query q arc equal to those that satisfy q in the minimal 
model of the corresponding logic program. 

Let us turn to LAV integration systems. If I is a LAV integration system, 
we can define an associated logic program PI by introducing rules for inclusion 
dependency as before, and by treating queries in the mapping as done in [5]. In 
particular, given the follmving query associated to sources (we assume s to be 
a unary relation and the relations in the query to be binary for simplicity): 

p(s) = {(X)[g1(X,Yr) /\ .. ·/\g"(X,Y�.:)} 

we can apply skolernization and get 

p(s) = {(X)[g1(X,JI(X)) /\ .. ·/\gdX, fk(X))}. 

Then, to the skolemized query then we can associate the following rules: 

gdX,fi(X)) +--- s(X) 

As a result, also for LAV integration systems, \Ve can prove the lemma anal
ogous to Lemma 1. 



Lemma 2. Let I lw a LAV integmtion 8?J8tern, D a 8onr·ce datalw8e for I, PI 
the corresponding logic program defined above, and ilimin the minimal model of 
'Pr U D. Then given a q·uer·y q over 9, for· ever·y t·uplc (c1, . . .  , en) in r": 

((. c· ) E 1I,D ·•ff (L·· L .. ) E q�.-rmin 
-1, . .  · , ·n c. ' . ·1 , . .  · , ·n · 

In other words, also for LAV integration systems, the tuples of constants in t.he 
certain answer to a query q are equal to those that satisfy q in the minimal 
model of the corresponding logic program. 

\Vith these lemmas in place \ve can prove our main result. 

Theorem 1. Let I be a LA V integration system, and I' the correspondent GA V 
integration 8ystem defined a8 above. Then I' i8 query-equivalent to I. 

Proof (sketcl1). Let PI be the logic program r:apturing I and PI' the logic 
program capturing I'. Then it is possible to show that for every source database 
D for I (which is, by definition, also a source database for I'), and every global 
relation g of the global schema 9 of I v,·c have (modulo renaming of the Skolcm 
functions): 

\vherc lVImin and AI:,,n arc the minimal model of 'PI U D and of 'Pp U D, 
respectively. Hence, by considering Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we get the thesis. 
D 

4 Conclusions 

\Ve have studied the relative expressive power of the two main approaches to 
data integration, namely, the local-as-vic\v and the global-as-view approaches. 
The question addressed in this paper is whether we can transform a data inte
gration system built with the lor:al-as-vie\v approach into an equivalent system 
following the global-as-view approar:h. \Ve have shown that the answer to this 
question is positive: given a local-as-view system L, we can indeed transform it 
into a global-as-view system G such that, for each query q, the set of answers 
to q wrt L is the same as the set of ans\vcrs to q wrt G. 

The result holds in the setting where the global sr:hema is expressed in the 
relational model with inclusion dependencies, and the queries used in the inte
gration systems (both the queries on the global schema, and the queries in the 
mapping) arc expressed in the language of conjunctive queries. Note that the 
inclusion dependencies in the global schema play an important role in the trans
formation. Indeed, it can be shmvn that, in the case of global schema without 
dependencies, the result does not hold any more. 

It. would be interesting to check whether the transformation from LAV to 
GAV is feasible in the case of different data models for expressing the global 
schema, and different. query languages. Another interesting question is whether 
there exists an equivalent transformation in the reverse direction, i.e., from the 
global-as-vie\V to the local-as-vie\V approach. This \Vill the subject of our future 
investigations. 
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